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Outline

➢ Monte Carlo approach to quantify final abundance uncertainties

– Simultaneous variation of all rates in network (above Fe)

– Individual, asymmetric, T-dependent uncertainty for each rate

– Determination of key rates through correlations in abundance variations

➢ Uncertainties in stellar rates

– Reaction models + uncertainties

– Experimental constraints
» Only partially constraining stellar rates

– Constructing a combined uncertainty (exp + theo), T-dependence

Applications:

➢ s-Processing

– Main s-process in AGB stars

– weak s-process in massive stars; enhanced weak s-process in rotating metal-poor stars

➢ Production of p-nuclei

– g-Process

» in ccSN

» SN Ia (single degenerate WD explosion)

– np-Process in ccSN

» The 92Mo/94Mo ratio



Nuclear Physics Impact/Uncertainties in 

Nucleosynthesis Calculations
1. Impact of uncertainties in:

• Nuclear properties required for cross section calculations

• model, model input

• Reaction cross sections

• model, model input (=nuclear properties)

• Astrophysical reaction rates

• (stellar) cross section input

• Astrophysical models

• “Scenarios”, models, further physics, numerics

2. Experimental constraint of rates through a measurement

• Stellar rate only partly constrained in explosive nucleosynthesis

• Inclusion of experimental error in rate uncertainty

3. Impact of rate uncertainties on predicted abundances

• SYSTEMATIC variation of rates or nuclear input

• Identification of major flows, Monte Carlo variation
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“PizBuin” Monte Carlo Framework

• Parallelized Monte Carlo driver + efficient, fast reaction network

• 2013/14: Hertfordshire-Keele collaboration (with N. Nishimura, R. Hirschi), 

within ERC and STFC projects and the BRIDGCE consortium (UK)

• ability to vary 10000s of reactions simultaneously in post-processing

• Goal: large scale study of nuclear uncertainties in various nucleosynthesis 

processes, mainly in massive stars but also SNIa, X-ray bursts 

• Current focus on nucleosynthesis beyond Fe, (weak) s-process, p/g-process, 

r-process, rp-process, np-process, (n-driven winds)

Piz Buin = Oxen peak

(mountain marking Austrian-Swiss border)

Appropriate name for brute force “work animal” 

exploring numerical landscape?  



Advantages of Monte Carlo Approach

• Allows systematic, simultaneous variation of large number of rates

• Allows quantification of combined uncertainties, even with non-linear dependence

• Allows to study complex flow patterns, automatic identification of key reactions!

• Individual, manual variation of rates only tests (linear) sensitivity of abundance 

to rate, but:

• Need to consider  not only sensitivity but also individual rate uncertainties!

• Need to consider all contributing or competing reactions simultaneously 

(cancellation or enhancement effects)!

• Need systematic variation of all rates within their individual uncertainties!

• Need to consider non-linear dependence of abundance on rate!

→ Monte Carlo





Reaction Mechanism Comparison

Rauscher et al., PRC 56 (1997) 1613
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Stellar rate and stellar cross section

Stellar rate

Stellar reactivity

Stellar cross section

Population factor

Weight of 

excited state

T. Rauscher, Int. J. Mod. Phys. E 20, 1071 (2011)

The g.s. (often measured) cross section s0 determines R0

E,T)



•g.s. contribution X0 (T)

• gives g.s. contribution to stellar rate

• =1 at T=0

• confined to 0<=X0<=1

• monotonically decreasing to 0

• Uncertainty scales with normalized partition function 

G0(T) and is related to X0
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Ground state contribution to stellar rate

T. Rauscher, ApJLett 755, L10 (2012) Rauscher et al, Ap. J. 738, 143  (2011)

The traditional Stellar 

Enhancement Factor is different:

(SEF does not

give exc. state 

contribution!

Part.func.missed)!

(T-dependent because X0 is T-dependent.)

(U* is theory uncertainty.)

Use for combining (experimental) g.s. uncertainty with (theory) uncertainty for exc. states: 
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Examples of uncertainty limits assigned

to reaction rates;

“standard” rates are g.s. rates taken from

compilations.
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Rate variation factors

➢ Derived/motivated by systematic uncertainties in relevant nuclear properties 

(dominating reaction widths)

– just using different options in a code is not a systematic variation

➢ Experimental and theoretical uncertainties have to be combined

– T-dependent uncertainties! (based on g.s. contrib. to stellar rates)

– Asymmetric uncertainty factors.

➢ Variation limits U*
new : (theory U* dominates at high-T)

– (n,g): T-dependent, ranging from few % (exp KADoNiS) to */2

– (p,g), (p,n): effectively *2, /3 (except for few exp. rates with large g.s. 

contributions)

– (a,g), (a,n), (a,p): effectively *2, /10

– b-decays: T-dependent, from 30% to */10

➢ Variation factors randomly chosen within limits are applied to forward AND

reverse rate (detailed balance).

– 10000 MC iterations



Example of Final Uncertainty

Total uncertainties will appear close to lognormal distributions when several 

reaction uncertainties are contributing. Take 5% and 95% as “error bars”.



Identifying key reactions through correlations

➢ Pearson correlation coefficient

variation factor
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Nucleosynthesis Processes

np-process



np-Process + MC uncertainties
➢ Deep layers in exploding massive stars are ejected in a strong 

neutrino wind

➢ Such layers can initially become very proton-rich, rapid 
proton capture sequences allow nucleosynthesis beyond 56Ni

Fröhlich et al 2006

Pruet et al 2006

• Detailed conditions (also in other sites) unknown

• Parameter study for MC to cover all possibilities

• Computationally expensive (HPC in UK + Japan)

• Triple-a rate controls a/seed ratio and determines 

further processing

• Also 56Ni(n,p)56Co very important

• Other: (n,p) and late-time (n,g)

• (p,g) mostly in equilibrium with (g,p)Nishimura+ 2019



Parameter study for np-process

2212 nuclides

+ connecting 

reactions, 

decays

Triple-a rates:



Parameter study for np-process

Triple-a rate and 56Ni(n,p)56Co are dominating key rates, not included in MC variation.

2x23 trajectories



Uncertainties by nuclide and trajectory



Key Rates in the np-Process



Impact of key rates Impact of individual rate types



Reply to the referee: Isotopic ratios relative to 94Mo

• Solar 92Mo/94Mo ratio (1.6) not reproduced in 

previous studies.

• Previously, attention was focussed on mass 

measurements because of (p,g)↔(g,p) equilibrium.

• In the MC study the solar value can be found 

within 90% uncertainty range of all trajectories.

• dominant production of this region at 

conditions close to those of #16.

• This implies that unequilibrated rates are important 

(leaks from isotonic chains).

(Note: uncertainty of ratio is not simply ratio 

of uncertainties; but it can also be extracted 

from the stored MC data.)

Thanks to the referee for asking about this!! (Sr-Kr/Mo ratios not easily explained, though.)



np-process

Pruet et all 2006; Fröhlich et al 2006; Weber et al 2009

• 92Nb cannot be 

reached by decays

• Live 92Nb found in 

early solar system

• tight constraint on 

contribution from p-rich 

side (Dauphas et al 

2003), < 10%

Schatz et al 1999



1. Connection between uncertainties in nuclear properties, models, astrophysical rates, 

and abundances: Reaction sensitivity studies help to disentangle different uncertainty 

contributions and help to plan and interpret measurements.

2. Monte Carlo studies: Simultaneous consideration of all rate uncertainties

• superior over independent variation of individual rates

3. PizBuin Monte Carlo project

• individual error bar on each reaction

• T-dependent errors

• identification of key reactions through rate-abundance correlations

• Applications so far:

• Weak s-process in massive stars (MNRAS 469 (2017) 1752)

• Main s-process in AGB stars (MNRAS 478 (2018) 4101)

• g-process in massive stars (MNRAS 463 (2016) 4153)

• g-process in SN Ia (MNRAS 474 (2018) 3133)

• np-process in neutrino wind (MNRAS, submitted)

• solar 92Mo/94Mo ratio could be reproduced within errors!

• Future: 

• further processes/sites in post-processing, e.g., r-process

• improved MC method:

• Correlations

• Beyond post-processing

Summary



The End



Additional slides



g.s. contributions for 

p-nucleosynthesis

(g-process)

(n,g) @ 2.5 GK

(p,g) @ 3 GK

(a,g) @ 2 GK



p-Nuclei
Def.: “What is not made by s- and r-process”

• Originally 35 proton-rich nuclei assigned but:

• “time-dependent” definition

• perhaps fewer (s: 113In, 115Sn?, 152Gd, 164Er, …)

• Tiny abundances but details 

complicated

• Production process not yet 

fully understood

• “Few” nuclei involved, but also 

only few simulations and 

measurements (astro, nuclear) 

available

p nuclei

Se 

(Z=34)

Po 

(Z=84)



Instead of protons you may

use neutrons or alphas

in this figure!



Impact of rate uncertainties

Rate variation factor
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A rate to which abundance is less sensitive

can nevertheless dominate the abundance

uncertainty!

Importance of rates determined by:

1. Dependence of abundance on rate

2. Uncertainty in rate

Rate A uncertainty

Rate A

Rate B uncertainty

Rate B

Individual rate variation does not account for 

both factors → need simultaneous variation 

within individual rate uncertainties!

Have to consider all possibly 

contributing (or competing) reactions 

simultaneously!
Uncertainties may partially cancel each other.

→ MC approach


